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Abstract

In this paper, we model an MRI scheduling system as a Dynamic Constraint Satisfaction Problem

(DyCSP). The system assigns patients to an MRI appointment such that wait time is minimized, and

allows for the addition, retraction and modification of appointments. To acive this goal we compared

and used two dynamic arc consistency algorithms: DnAC-4 and DnAC-6, and tested them on a variety

of simulated DyCSPs. Our program passed all soundness and completeness tests, and demonstrated

runtime efficiency, proving the validity of DyCSPs for solving dynamic scheduling problems. The use of

our system can be extended to optimize the distribution of many different resources amongst healthcare

providers, so as to minimize each provider’s excess inventories and shortages, reduce patient wait-time

and cost, and improve healthcare quality.

1 Introduction

The Merritt Hawkins 2017 Survey of Physician Appointment Wait Times indicates American patients

wait an average of 24.1 days to see a physician. The problem is especially severe in Boston, where patients

wait an average of 52.4 days, the highest of all of the 30 metro markets surveyed. In addition, wait times

are constantly increasing — the survey found that average wait time for a physician appointment is up

30% from 2014. The increase in wait time has been especially severe in Boston which has seen a 50% in-

crease from 2014. In this paper, we attempt to develop infrastructure that will facilitate resource sharing

between different healthcare providers. By designing a redistribution model that can level the supply of

available resources and reduce excess inventories and shortages, we hope to increase resource utilization

amongst different healthcare providers, lower patient wait time and cost, and improve healthcare quality.

For the purpose of this paper, we focus our attention on improving the availability of MRI scans.

MRIs are an ideal test case because they are an especially limited resource – there are only a couple

dozen MRI machines in most large metro areas in the United States, patients wait for long periods of

time, sometimes months, until they are scanned, and yet, machines are often not used to full capacity.

The task of designing a system that optimally distributes the usage of MRI machines across different

healthcare providers based on their patient load is essentially a scheduling task. Our goal is to allocate

patients to an MRI appointment slot (date and time) such that wait time is minimized.
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When generating such a schedule different constraints must be taken into account. These include the

number of MRI machines at our disposal, the number of patients in need of a scan, the urgency of the

scan the patient is scheduled for, the duration of the scan the patient is in need of (MRI scans can range

from 20 minutes for a simple Pelvis MRI to 60 minutes for an MRI Arthrogram), and the working hours

of staff operating MRI machines. Since the generation of such a schedule is based on many constraints,

the slightest change to an existing schedule can have far reaching implications on the rest of the schedule.

Classical scheduling tasks are almost exclusively static in that the activities that are to be scheduled

are entirly known beforehand, and the constraints governing scheduling are predetermined. However,

our problem is inherently dynamic and evolves throughout computation — when patients make a new

appointment, or reschedule or cancel an existing appointment, the existing schedule has to be updated.

We therefore propose a scheduling model that can generate a schedule and allow for changes to

be made to this schedule, without solving an entire scheduling problem from scratch. We model such

dynamics using the framework of Dynamic Constraint Satisfaction Problems (DyCSP). This model allows

for the addition, retraction and modification of appointments for MRI scans, and for the possible addition

or retraction of MRI machines. DyCSPs build on classic Constraint Satisfaction Problems (CSP) in that

they are essentially sequences of static CSPs linked by evolving constraints over time. In the next few

sections, we will first formalize the notion of DyCSPs and present the algorithms for solving them, before

turning to our experimentation and results.

2 Background

2.1 Modeling Dynamic CSPs

A DyCSP can be represented as the tuple (P0, . . . ,PT ), where each Pt = (X,D,Ct) is a classical static

CSP at time t. At each time step, new constraints can either be added, known as a restriction, or

existing constraints can be removed, known as a relaxation. In other words, Ct+1 = Ct ± c for some

constraint c. In essence, DyCSPs are used to model CSPs whose constraints change over time.

Figure 1: The structure of a dynamic CSP. Taken from Srivatsa and Hicks.

An obvious naive solution of a DyCSP would be to simply solve Pt at every time t as a classical static

CSP, which is unnecessarily time- and space-consuming, especially when the constraint changes between

time steps are minimal. Research on solving DyCSPs thus focuses largely on minimizing the amount of

computation needed to generate a solution to the CSP even as the constraints change.
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One key area of research into solving DyCSPs is dynamic arc consistency. [5] As in classical CSPs,

enforcing arc consistency (or k-consistency in general) filters out values of a variable’s domain that have

no support on at least one constraint, thereby reducing the state space that a search algorithm has

to explore afterwards, which is advantageous given that solving CSPs are NP-hard in general. In the

case of DyCSPs, dynamic arc consistency algorithms update arc-consistent values for all variables based

on the restrictions or relaxations introduced at each time step, i.e. they adjust arc-consistent values

in the previous step based on the new constraint changes, which is more efficient than computing all

arc-consistent values from scratch.

For this project, we used and compared two dynamic arc consistency algorithms: DnAC-4 [2] and

DnAC-6 [3], which themselves are adapted from the well-known arc consistency algorithms AC-4 and

AC-6. The following subsections will briefly analyze the two algorithms.

2.2 The DnAC-4 Algorithm

We briefly describe the implementation of Bessière’s DnAC-4 algorithm [2]. It consists of two sub-

procedures: addConstraint and relaxConstraint, which are called whenever a constraint is added or

relaxed respectively. It also requires the creation of two data structures first (which we implemented as

dictionaries):

• A consistency table D which records the consistent values for every variable. This is set as the entire

domain initially.

• A justification table justif which, for every value of every variable, records the variable responsible

for its inconsistency. I.e. If the constraint (xi, xj) resulted in a being an inconsistent value for xi,

then justif(xi, a) = xj . This table is necessary for the relaxation of constraints.

addConstraint is implemented as follows: For every constraint pair xi, xj , a counter table records

the support in xj for every value a in the domain of xi (and vice versa). If counter(xi, a) = 0, then

it is clear that this value for xi has no support in xj and hence is inconsistent with the constraint. It is

then added to a removal queue supList. The second part of addConstraint deals with the propagation

of these inconsistent values. Each inconsistent value (xi, a) is pushed from supList and marked as False

in D. The variable xj responsible for its inconsistency is also updated in justif. The counter of every

other variable’s value that depends on a as support is then subtracted by 1, since a itself is no longer a

consistent value. Again, if any other value’s counter hits 0, it is then added to supList. In this manner,

inconsistent values that arise from other inconsistent values are propagated and suppressed until the

queue supList is empty. This guarantees a maximal arc-consistent domain.

relaxConstraint is then implemented as follows: We create a restoring queue reList. For every con-

straint (xk, xm) that is being relaxed, we add to reList all values b in xm such that justif(xm, b) = xk

(and vice versa), i.e. all values earlier deemed inconsistent because of that exact constraint. We then

reset all their counter values. Next, we deal with the propagation of these restored values. For every

restored value (xm, b) pushed from reList, we set D(xm, b) = True again. Now, for every value of every

other variable that is supported by (xm, b), if that value itself was also originally inconsistent, we add it

to reList too since that value now has a support in (xm, b). In this way, we propagate all restored values

until reList is empty. Lastly, we sweep through all relevant values and check that their counter values
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are not 0, otherwise, we add them to supList again and eliminate them. This last check is necessary

because it could be the case that these restored values are still inconsistent because they violate more

than one constraint, i.e. they violate more than just the (xk, xm) constraint that we relax.

It is worth noting that addConstraint is similar to a classical arc consistency algorithm in terms of

its forward propagation mechanism for removing inconsistent values. The uniqueness of an algorithm

like DnAC-4 lies in relaxConstraint, which is made possible by data structures like justif that enables

the algorithm to “remember” the reason any given value was declared inconsistent, so that it can be

restored when that particular constraint is relaxed.

2.2.1 Space and Time Complexity

DnAC-4 has a space complexity of O(ed2 + nd), where e is the number of constraints (edges), d is the

maximum domain size of any variable, and n is the number of variables. The first term ed2 arises

from the data structure counter, which we note is proportional to d2 because each constraint (xi, xj) is

actually stored twice, as both (xi, xj) and (xj , xi). The second term nd arises from the data structures

D and justif. The worst-case time complexity of the algorithm is O(ed2), identical to AC-4, since every

constraint is computed twice, as both (xi, xj) and (xj , xi).

2.3 The DnAC-6 Algorithm

The DnAC-6 algorithm by Romuald Debruyne [3] works in a similar manner to DnAC-4, and is indeed

an adaptation of DnAC-4, using AC-6 as the base arc consistency algorithm instead. Like DnAC-4, it

comprises the two sub-procedures addConstraint and relaxConstraint, which are called whenever a

constraint is added or relaxed respectively. It also utilizes the key mechanism of forward propagation of

both inconsistent as well as restored values.

The main difference between DnAC-4 and DnAC-6 is the data structure used. Instead of using a

space-expensive data structure such as counter, DnAC-6 keeps track of the support for any variable’s

values using two complementary arrays, present(xj) and absent(xj), which keep tracks of the currently

consistent and inconsistent values of the variable xj respectively.

As such, instead of checking if the counter value is 0, the algorithm instead iterates through present

to determine if support for a particular value exists. A value deemed inconsistent is removed from

present and added to absent, and vice versa when it is restored. Other subtle mechanisms exist to

minimize the number of elements of present and added to absent that need to be checked.

2.3.1 Space and Time Complexity

As might be surmised from the description of the algorithm, DnAC-6’s advantage comes primarily in its

space savings due to the lack of space-expensive data structures like counter. The space complexity of

DnAC-6 is O(ed + nd). The first term ed arises because of data structures that store a single support

of any constraint variable’s values. We did not name this data structure explicitly in our description

of DnAC-6 above, but observe that this makes sense because just a single support suffices to distinguish

between a consistent and an inconsistent value. The second term nd is due to the data structures D,

present, absent and justif. DnAC-6 has the same time complexity as DnAC-4 of O(ed2).
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3 Methodology

3.1 Software Implementation

We implemented both of these algorithms in Python 2, with minimal adaptations to ensure consistency

in data structures used. We also wrote a classical backtracking search algorithm to solve the DyCSP and

return a complete assignment of variables after the arc consistency algorithms have been applied to the

DyCSP. Due to the nature of our algorithms, all of our constraints must be binary constraints.

Overall, the program accepts a single input file, within which the variables and their domains are

specified, as well as the constraints at every time step (i.e. this input file represents the entire DyCSP).

The program outputs a single file, which applies the specified dynamic arc consistency algorithm as well

as the subsequent backtracking search at every time step. Refer to the code repository for further details

on input and output file formats.

3.2 Testing

We used a variety of test sets, including small/trivial CSPs, well-known CSPs, as well as our actual

healthcare resource scheduling problem formalized as DyCSPs. Both the DnAC-4 and the DnAC-6 al-

gorithms were tested on every test set.

Each test set covers different tests, such as time and speed tests, correctness (i.e. soundness and

completeness) tests, as well as dynamic tests (i.e. making sure that constraint relaxations and restrictions

work). Below we summarize the different test sets we used.

3.2.1 Mini CSP

This CSP, represented graphically below in Figure 2, was used by Bessière as a test example in his DnAC4

paper. [2] The constraints shown in Figure 2 represent the constraints at time t = 0, the constraint (2, 3)

was relaxed at time t = 1, and added back again at time t = 2. This test set is used to check for both

correctness as well as dynamism.

Figure 2: Mini CSP. Each node represents a variable and its domain, and edges represent constraints. The
labels on each edge are the valid pairings of values.
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3.2.2 Well-Known CSPs

We also used our algorithms to solve two well-known CSPs: the 3-colouring problem (using the Petersen

graph), as well as the 4-Queens problem. Both these test sets are used to check for correctness, and are

not modeled dynamically.

Figure 3: (a) The Petersen graph. Nodes connected by edges cannot adopt the same colour. (b) The
4-Queens problem. This image depicts one possible solution.

3.2.3 MRI Scheduling Problem

We formalized the MRI scan scheduling problem as a DyCSP as follows: The variables X = {x1, x2, . . . , xn}
represent the patients who need to be scheduled. Note that there can be less patients that the number

of variables, i.e. some of the variables represent “inactive” or unused patient slots, in which case no

constraints need to be written for them. Each active xi = (ui, di, vi) is a vector specifying the time the

appointment was made, the duration of the required scan for that patient, and the urgency of the scan,

given by a time by which the scan must be completed. In our software, this is simply represented by

the integer i. The domain Di is identical for all xi and is the set of all possible scan time-slots in all

available MRI scanners. Each possible domain value is therefore defined by a vector (m, s, e), where m

is the machine number, s is the start-time of the scan and e is the end time of the scan.

For every patient xi, the types of constraints Ct = {c} at any given time t (**this refers to the time

step of the DyCSP, not to be confused with the time slots of MRI machines, which are domain values)

are:

• Start time constraints: ui < si. The patient has to make the appointment first before being

issued a time slot.

• Urgency constraints: si + di 6 vi. All patients must be scanned before their due date.

• Duration constraints: di 6 ei–si. Every patient must be given enough time in the MRI scanner

in order to complete the specific scan they require.

• Capacity constraints: If mi = mj , then (si, ei) ∩ (sj , ej) = ∅. Two patients cannot occupy the

same time-slot on the same machine.

All of the above constraints are represented as binary constraints in the input file. If some variable

xj represents an inactive patient (i.e. excess capacity), then no constraints are written for it.

Lastly, to simulate patients cancelling appointments or making last-minute urgent appointments, we

added restrictions and relaxations of constraints at different time steps.
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Using this formalization, we created and ran seven different test sets of different variable sizes, domain

sizes, as well as time steps. We created test sets that cannot possibly have a valid assignment, to check

for soundness. Both time and space (memory) resources were also measured. In the interest of brevity,

we will not specify the details of the test sets here, which can be found in the code repository under

/tests/mriSchedulingCSPs.

4 Results and Discussion

The test sets’ respective output files can be found on the code repository in /output. We briefly sum-

marize the important results here.

4.1 Mini CSP and Well-Known CSPs

For both the mini CSP as well as the well-known CSPs, both algorithms displayed the correct output, i.e.

the maximal arc consistent domains. The runtimes are negligible for both algorithms and are omitted

here.

4.2 MRI Scheduling Problem

All the MRI scheduling test sets passed all correctness and dynamism tests. As an example, we display

the result visualization of two of the test sets (smallTest3 and smallTest5) below in Figure 4.

For SmallTest3, we have four patients (named below as Viola, Beatrice, Titania and Falstaff). Viola

and Beatrice each requires 60 -minute scans, whereas Titania and Falstaff each requires 30-minute scans.

There are two MRI machines operating from 09:00 to 11:00. Start time and urgency constraints were

made irrelevant by the formulation of the problem — none of the patients needed an urgent scan, and

all made their appointment weeks ahead of scanning time. The output of our algorithm is shown in

Figure 4(a).

For SmallTest5, we asserted that Viola, Beatrice and Titania require 60-minute scans, while Falstaff

requires a 30-minute scan. In addition, we stipulated that Viola, Beatrice and Titania are urgent cases

and must be seen before 1030. As expected, both algorithms correctly found that no complete assignments

were possible. We then relaxed all constraints concerning Viola, simulating a situation in which she make

a miraculous recovery and called in to cancel her appointment. Accordingly, both algorithms produced a

complete assignment. Finally, we preformed a restriction, and reintroduced constraints concerning Viola,

simulating a situation in which Viola’s doctor reschedules her urgent 60-minute appointment. Again,

both algorithms correctly found that no complete assignments were possible. The output is shown in

Figure 4(b).
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Figure 4: (a) The results of SmallTest3 using DnAC-4. The program returns a valid assignment. (b) The
results of SmallTest5 using DnAC-4, which has 3 time steps (t = 0, 1, 2). There were no valid assignments
at t = 0, upon relaxing a constraint, the program returns a valid assignment at t = 1, upon adding back
that restriction at t = 2, there is no valid assignment again.

4.2.1 Time and Space Comparisons

For the large test set (largeTest), the runtime and memory usage for the two algorithms are notice-

able. DnAC-6 took 18 seconds and 99 MiB compared to DnAC-4, which took 21 seconds and 111 MiB.

As can be seen in Figure reffig:timespace, DnAC-6 is advantageous for both time and space resources.

This advantage in time and space were also observed in other test sets, whose results are not included here.

While we expect the space advantage of DnAC-6 from theory, their runtime ought to be roughly

similar. These runtime differences might be statistical insignificant, or might be an incidental result of

the data structures that we implemented.

Figure 5: (a) Runtime and memory usage of largeTest using DnAC-4. (b) Runtime and memory usage of
largeTest using DnAC-6.
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5 Conclusion

Our results demonstrate that DyCSPs are a valid model for modeling dynamic scheduling problems. The

DnAC-6 algorithm displays both space and time advantages over the DnAC-4 algorithm as the size of

the DyCSP increases.

While CSPs are often used for solving scheduling problems, there is limited research into applying

DyCSPs to real-life scenarios, and our model is one of the few to make use of DyCSPs for the purpose

of solving flexible problems. We believe that DyCSPs have much potential for modeling many similar

problems.

5.1 Future Work

In the course of our research and software development, we have read research on and thought of several

extensions to this project which are worth pursuing:

• DyCSPs can be paired with local search methods in order to find the most optimal complete as-

signment. The DyCSP will generate a complete assignment, which will be the starting point for a

hill-climbing algorithm to find a better assignment based on some evaluative function. In the case

of MRI scheduling, an optimal complete assignment would ensure that everyone gets the earliest

possible assignment slot.

• Research has also been conducted into Dynamic Weighted Maximal CSPs, which are dynamic CSPs

where constraints are assigned weights and where the solution of the CSP at each time step is as

close to the previous solution as possible. The advantages in this to healthcare resource scheduling

are obvious.

• There are many improvements we can make to our program to make it more sophisticated, for

example, for an inactive/unused patient variable, the program will just assign it any random time-

slot, however, a special “Unassigned” value can be added to its domain.

• There are other dynamic arc consistency that we have not explored in this paper, for example

AC|DC [6] and AC3.1|DC [5].
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A Program Usage

The full details of the program usage, including instructions for running the software and for writing

input files, are specified in the README file of the code repository, which can be found at:

https://github.com/Wanqianxn/dycsp-solver
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